
WRITING A 1 PARAGRAPH BIO

Feb 25, That's why your professional bio is one of the most crucial marketing a short bio may have about words or three
to five short paragraphs.

Start by writing a draft using the tips above, then hand it off to a friend or colleague for review. Notable
Achievements State any notable achievements or awards earned. Closing Statement Conclude the bio by
briefly stating any current or upcoming projects, such as a new book coming out. Tamira has developed an
entire lifestyle that has helped her and others get and keep the weight off through positive affirmations,
healthy meals, exercise and a host of other methods. This cycle of unhealthy eating was consuming her life.
Some ideas include: Incorporating it into your marketing materials Providing it to clients with proposals
Submitting it with speaking, presenting and teaching applications Posting it on your website and blog
Including it in any books, e-books, reports or professional documents you create While you may have several
different versions of your bio that you use in the different outlets listed above, all versions start with one
well-written, comprehensive summary of who you are, where you came from and what you do. After
graduation, she rose through the ranks as a financial analyst for 14 years. They should evolve as your
employees do. Do Your Research Ask staff members for the information you need to write their biographies.
Education and Credentials List your education after the introduction sentence, including the name of any
degrees you have earned and the institution you attended. For example, the bio you use for an emcee to
introduce you at a charity fundraiser might focus on your contributions to the organization, while the bio you
use at the end of an op-ed on management strategies in your local paper would focus on your career expertise.
Ted began his career in recruiting in college, when he purchased his first placement agency. Operations,
Accounting, Finance and Home Building opportunities. Ask employees to update you when changes occur.
You should modify and update it periodically to reflect changes and to keep it fresh. He oversees executive
training for the organization's internal staff and board of directors. Roberts holds a master's degree in
management from Any University. The main goals of a professional biography are to give the reader an
accurate sense of who you are and what you do, establish expertise and credibility, and qualify your
experience and background. As a girl, she would hide candy under the pillow, and wake up in the middle of
the night to eat it. Tamira was not about to give up desserts foreverâ€”but she did want to be healthy and look
great in a size 6 dress. Speak to each employee individually or give them a form to fill out. Young is a person
who influences and persuades top ranking people; whose opinion is highly sought after; and whose judgment
is respected and trusted. To get you started, here are some tips for writing a biography that you can use in your
small business over and over again. Ted is most fulfilled when helping people to grow professionally. Update
Bios Regularly Staff bios should not be static. One important step was learning how to cook. But more than an
analyst, Ms. By Alyssa Gregory Updated February 22, Most professionals, small business owners included,
can benefit from having a well-written and professional biography. Keep the information relevant to the
intended audience of the bio. Review and edit each bio yourself before publishing it, or delegate this task to a
trusted employee who has excellent written communication skills. Writing Multiple Short Bio Versions You
may find it useful to write slightly different versions of your short bio to use for different circumstances.
Consider including a headshot of yourself, quotes or testimonials from clients , and links to examples of your
work. References 2 ShortBio. One paragraph is ideal. Staff bios for an established law firm should read
differently than staff bios for a startup video game design company. Using a conversational voice throughout
will also make it easier for your readers to follow along. The former should be exceptionally professional and
formal. Staff bio templates are available online to help you structure the information you collect on your staff
and keep the format consistent for all employees. Before you know it, you will have a very powerful tool to
use in your small business. For website: Tamira Johnelle, who went from a size 18 to a size 6 in 7 months, is
an inspiration to anyone who has been struggling with their weight for years and who feels like a failure
because of it. And people have responded amazingly well to her live recipe videos on Facebook Live and
Periscope. Continue Reading.


